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Background summary

• The India-UK collaboration in the field of Vocational Education 
and Skill Development under The UK Department for 
International Development, Skills for Jobs Project. 

• With the creation of a new employer-led Apprenticeship 
Scheme within the BFSI sector. 

• The scheme involves a collaboration between;
• UK FC&DO, 
• Sri Vishwakarma Skills University and 
• Industry Partners
• NOCN Group



Background summary

Key UK features included in the pilot
• There will be a process and criteria for continuous formative 

assessment 

• There will be an End Point Assessment by neutral/independent 
Assessment Body. 

• Candidates will get Certificate/QP from SSC/Degree in Job Role 
from the university. 

• Candidates will be ‘Earning while Learning’. 

• Employers would have greater confidence in hiring a candidate 
at the end of Apprenticeship Scheme



Role and Contribution of NOCN

• Delivered the agreed services as set out in UK DfID Apprenticeship Pilot scheme. 
• Including, 

• international benchmarking.
• templates and tools
• up-dating of assessment instruments, 
• provision of end-point assessment (EPA).

• Train teaching/trainers staff, assessors, employer mentors/demonstrators and EPA assessors 
who match the requirements of the pilot.

• Designed, in discussion with employers, University the curriculum, on-programme (classroom, 
on-the-job and OJT) assessment and (EPA)

• Consulted with NSDC and BFSI SSC – on pilot scheme

• Manage and deliver the assessment by NOCN including reviewing all evidence, assessments, 
marking, scoring and grading with SVSU.

• Moderate the results of the EPA and manage the process to achieve consistency with the 
SVSU outcomes.

• Issue the results of the EPA to SVSU.



Research conclusions

• Employers would support a reformed apprenticeship pilot to support 
advancing the skills mission via the apprenticeship programmes

• Employers wished to engage with the curriculum design to ensure 
suitability.

• Employers concluded that they would support the first stage of the pilot i.e. 
to design an apprenticeship, which NOCN Group would take the UK’s 
premise of Degree Apprenticeships and design an apprenticeship for 
banking degree level (UK Level 6 - Indian Level 7).

• It was felt that the UK Financial Services Professional standard, with 
elements of the Relationship Manager standard, provided the best basis for 
an Indian Standard. 

https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/financial-services-professional-v1-0
https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-standards/relationship-manager-(banking)-v1-0


• The first year of the 2019-22 pilot has 

been successful for apprentices

•A second cohort has commenced for 

a programme from 2020 to 2023;

•The provision of more practical case 

studies would be useful.

•For the third year, SVSU would like to 

see if we can engage the large 

corporates or international banks. 

Curriculum of the Banking 
Degree Apprenticeship 



Apprentice Results

41%

48%

11%

SEMESTER 1

Full Pass Module Achievement Full Fail

88%

12%
0%

SEMESTER 2

Full Pass Module Achievement Full Fail

NB – Those students from Semester 1 &2 with either Module Pass or Full fail will resit, pending availability of examination windows 
with SVSU.



Apprentices Views
The apprentices’ views, which are from a mixture of rural and urban and non-

minorities and minorities, on the first year’s programme are:

Apprentices found the on-the-job training motivational and that the blend of 

academic and practical on-the-job learning had increased their skills. It was a 

success;

Apprentices from underprivileged minorities found academic online learning a 

challenge. However, to mitigate this they received sufficient classroom and 

hard-copy training content to overcome this;

Apprentices report that they have gained a good understanding of dealing with 

customers and have improved their communication skills, particularly with 

difficult people;

Apprentices commented on the excellent standard of teaching and support as 

well as the feedback they had on their progress during the on-the-job period



Pilot Recommendations
Year three curriculum suggestions – Focusing on FINTECH.



Pilot Recommendations
Pilot Apprenticeship Programme in Banking 

• Continue with the pilot apprenticeship programme as it is opening 
access to social groups that would otherwise be excluded;

• Develop the curriculum for the third year to include case studies, 
and also online banking management material;

• Develop the third-year curriculum to bridge the gap to India Level 
7 and cover the latest position in respect of FinTech;

• Engage the large corporates or international banks either by 
specifying set assignments and projects, study trips or on-the-job 
periods; and

• Reinforce the training of faculty and employer mentors ready for 
the third year and FinTech.



Apprenticeship Policy Suggestions

Policy Suggestions based on pilot;
• Request the main public, private and foreign banks to pilot admission 

of 10+2 cohorts of apprentices on to banking degree apprenticeship 
programmes. 

• Consider amending the apprenticeship rules so that candidates can 
enter the degree courses, for all sectors, after 10+2 schooling with the 
relevant passes and grades.

• Review the policy in terms of introducing a rule that degree apprentices 
may be assigned to more than one employer to ensure that they gain 
the requisite experience of all aspects of the occupation.

• Review the maximum limits on duration, up to 60 months and the 
proportion of time on formal off-the-job training for degree 
apprenticeship to a potential minimum of 40%.

• Review the level of stipend for this broader cohort of 10+2 students to 
ensure that they can afford entry to a degree apprenticeship 
programme.



Pilot Apprenticeship - Challenges
Specifics of UK System which faced Challenge.

• Apprentices are “working towards” a degree level, rather than 
entering the apprenticeship as a degree graduate

• Employers struggled with the concept of “Hiring” apprentices 
to become graduates, rather than hire graduates with degrees

• UK Banks provided excellent “content” for the apprenticeship 
but didn’t have sufficient risk appetite to be part of a pilot, 
preferring to wait until degree apprenticeship established in 
Indian policy

• Pilot became a hybrid of the “new” UK system and the historic 
UK apprenticeship framework system, to fit with Indian 
regulation on QP’s and SSC requirements 

• COVID-19 Outbreak and lockdowns delayed learning and 
progression as with apprenticeship across the globe.



Further work on Project 

Year two and year three - next steps
• Progress the apprentices into their 2nd and third years with SVSU
• Develop the Y2 and Y3 curriculum and benchmark to international 

banking trends including
• Continue to lobby and engage with international employers to 

undertake placements of apprentices.
• Work to seek reforms to HR policies with employers on the 

employment of apprentices.
• Work with SVSU to ensure assessments are in line with international 

expectations
• Work to launch NOCN vLearn, as a VLE with SVSU to support 

international curriculum content.
• Develop the formality of any future assessment and benchmarking.
• Continue to engage with the UK – FCDO on future skill projects
• Continue to use the “learnings” gained from Pilot on Projects such as 

the NOCN international diploma with Nettur Technical Training 
Foundation

https://www.nttftrg.com/


Questions


